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Abstract: Classroom thermal comfort has a direct effect on student health and educational outcomes.
However, measuring thermal comfort (TC) is a non-trivial task. It is represented by several subjective
metrics e.g., Thermal Sensation Vote, Thermal Comfort Vote, Thermal Preference Vote, etc. Since
machine learning (ML) is being increasingly used to predict occupant comfort, multiple TC metrics
for the same indoor space may yield contradictory results. This poses the challenge of selecting
the most suitable single TC metric or the minimal TC metric combination for a given indoor space.
Ideally, it will be a metric that can be used to predict all other TC metrics and occupant behavior
with high accuracy. This work addresses this problem by using a primary student thermal comfort
dataset gathered from 11 schools and over 500 unique students. A comprehensive evaluation is
carried out through hundreds of TC prediction models using several ML algorithms. It evaluates
the ability of TC metrics to predict (a) other TC metrics, and (b) the adaptive behavior of primary
students. An algorithm is proposed to select the most suitable single TC metric or the minimal TC
metric input combination. Results show that ML models can accurately predict all TC metrics and
occupant-adaptive behavior using a small subset of TC metrics with an average accuracy as high as
79%. This work also found Thermal Sensation Vote to be the most significant single TC predictor,
followed by Thermal Satisfaction Level. Interestingly, satisfaction with clothing was found to be
as equally relevant as thermal preference. Furthermore, the impact of seasons and choice of ML
algorithms on TC metric and occupant behavior prediction is shown.

Keywords: thermal comfort; classroom thermal environment; machine learning; primary school;
classroom

1. Introduction

Indoor thermal comfort is vital for ensuring the well-being and productivity of the
people living, working, and learning in indoor spaces. An average person is estimated
to spend over 90% of their time in the built environment such as homes, offices, and
schools [1]. Therefore, indoor thermal comfort has an immense influence on the physical
and emotional health, performance, and decision-making process of an occupant [2]. How-
ever, thermal comfort perception is highly subjective and personal. An occupant evaluates
and responds to the thermal environment based on factors and processes that are unique to
the occupant, e.g., metabolism, temperature preference, and adaptive behavior.

Furthermore, thermal comfort (TC) is a multidimensional paradigm, which involves
various contexts of an occupant’s subjective perception of the built environment. This
includes sensation or feeling, temperature preference, satisfaction with indoor temperature,
acceptability of the indoor thermal environment, and overall comfort level. Given the
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inherent subjectivity in individual perception, these contexts need to be quantified to
reliably measure, estimate, and predict occupant TC. Thus, the aspects described above are
represented through TC metrics, viz., Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV), Thermal Preference
Vote (TPV), Thermal Acceptability (TA), Thermal Satisfaction Level (TSL), and Thermal
Comfort Vote (TCV).

The use of multiple subjective TC metric responses helps create a comprehensive
view of an individual’s perception in conventional TC estimation models such as the
Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) model [3] and the Adaptive model (ATC) [4]. However,
the focus of thermal comfort research in the built environment has recently shifted from
conventional estimation to artificial intelligence and machine-learning (AI/ML)-based
prediction. Additionally, complex and effective algorithms integrated with BIM and IoT
are employed to precisely predict thermal comfort [5], and energy usage under various
design variables and parameters [6]. Thermal comfort prediction models that leverage
AI/ML have been repeatedly demonstrated to far outperform the conventional PMV and
ATC models with respect to model accuracy when compared to ground truth [7–9]. AI
algorithms are capable of solving complex multi-class classification problems suitable for
TC prediction. This is because AI/ML models learn multidimensional nonlinear mappings
between numerous inputs (features) including building, environmental, and weather and
the subjective TC metric responses of occupants.

Although AI-based predictive modeling is highly effective, the presence of multiple
TC metrics creates a fresh set of challenges in accurate thermal comfort prediction. The
subjective perception of an occupant may vary for different TC metrics. For example,
someone may feel a sensation of “Neutral” but still prefer a “Warmer” temperature instead
of “No Change” in the temperature. The problem assumes greater complexity for children
such as primary school students in naturally ventilated buildings, with limited cognitive
abilities [10,11] to evaluate their thermal comfort [12,13].

The existence of multiple TC metrics and incongruence in occupant responses makes
TC prediction extremely challenging. The majority of current TC prediction works employ
Single Task Learning, where one AI model specifically predicts a single TC metric, leading to
multiple independent TC prediction models for the same built space such as a classroom or
apartment [9].

2. Motivation and Research Problems

This work aims to address a fundamental challenge in Machine-Learning-based Ther-
mal Comfort Studies (MLTC), i.e., the dilemma of selecting a model label/output from
multiple subjective thermal comfort metrics gathered from surveys. Gathering a large num-
ber of responses on multiple TCMs may seem desirable but presents several challenges,
especially when participants are primary school students [14,15].

First, a large number of questions causes intrusion and discourages enthusiastic par-
ticipation as the study progresses. Children in particular tend to become bored when asked
to fill out the same lengthy questionnaires/surveys with questions that seem repetitive
to them [16]. There is also evidence to suggest that children are more likely to become
distracted, leading to a higher rate of anomalous responses [14,17], lowering the overall pre-
diction accuracy of thermal comfort models. More importantly, primary school children are
in the early stages of cognitive development. Therefore, multiple questions seeking subjec-
tive feedback will require a child participant to make repeated value judgments, increasing
the chances of confusion and error [18]. It is conceivable that short and straightforward
questions will typically yield better response rates than lengthy questionnaires [14,19].
Thus, it makes sense to have fewer questions to avoid fatigue to the students [10,19].

The objective of this study is to explore how to evaluate subjective thermal experience
with a minimal number of thermal metrics or select the most effective single TC measure.
Which thermal comfort criteria should be employed to gather occupants’ assessments of
their indoor thermal environment? In particular, the objective is to explore if thermal
sensation (TSV), preference (TPV), comfort (TCV), acceptability (TA), and satisfaction levels
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(TSL) can predict all other metrics of subjective experience of thermal conditions with
high accuracy.

Thermal Comfort Metrics

According to the ISO 7730 and ASHRAE standards, thermal comfort for an occu-
pant can be predicted based on the physical measurement of environmental factors and
personal factors, usually categorized as input parameters. Environmental assessments
include measurements of air temperature (indoor and outdoor), mean radiant temperature,
relative humidity, air speed (indoor) and precipitation (outdoor). Personal factors include
the degree of clothing insulation, and physical activity (metabolic rate). Other input pa-
rameters include physiological factors such as age, gender, BMI, skin temperature, etc.
Thermal comfort is a state of mind—a sensory experience that is assessed by subjective
questionnaires. To understand the set of conditions that satisfy an occupant, the feedback
collected from questionnaires can be categorized as thermal sensation vote (TSV), thermal
preference vote (TPV), thermal comfort vote (TCV), thermal satisfaction (TSL), thermal
acceptability (TA), humidity preferences, etc. Collectively, they can be categorized as output
parameters. Figure 1 illustrates the subjective input features (environmental and personal
factors) and output parameters (adaptations and thermal comfort indices) used in various
thermal comfort studies.
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Figure 1. Subjective Input and Outputs for Thermal Comfort.

TSV (Thermal Sensation Vote) is most frequently used in research of subjective ther-
mal comfort [20]. Thermal sensation indicates how the occupant feels thermally, such
as feeling “warm” or “slightly cold”, and is typically directly associated with actual
measurements of temperature (indoor or outdoor). Various researchers have used dif-
ferent scales to assess aspects of thermal sensation depending on the survey context and
age of participants.

TPV (Thermal Preference Vote) corresponds to how the occupant would prefer to
adjust their thermal environment and is a better measure of what an ideal environment
would be as it suggests a change from the current conditions. Therefore, TPV is often used
as an effective measure to help in the prediction of HVAC systems and optimize energy
efficiency [21]. Furthermore, it is also considered to be the most interpretable indicator
among the other thermal comfort metrics [22]. TA (Thermal acceptability) determines
whether the occupant accepts the current thermal conditions or not. Although “acceptabil-
ity” is ideal, it is not equated with “comfort” since an occupant may not feel comfortable yet
still accept the environment [23]. Thermal Satisfaction Level (TSL) describes the occupant
satisfaction with the temperature and is measured by a seven-point Likert scale, based on
the ASHRAE PMV survey, ranging from −3 to +3 (Very Dissatisfied to Very Satisfied).
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3. Thermal Comfort Models and ASHRAE Datasets
3.1. Thermal Comfort Models

ASHRAE Standard 55 [24] and EN 15251, 2012 [25] adopted the first thermal comfort
model developed from climate chamber experiments by Ole Fanger [3]. The Predictive
Mean Vote (PMV) is the most recognized thermal comfort model, and it predicts the
thermal sensation of a group of people within a similar thermal environment. It uses a
seven-point scale and is calculated as a function of indoor air temperature, mean radiant
temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, metabolic rate and value of clothing insulation.
Predicted Percentage Dissatisfaction (PPD) estimates the percentage of people who would
be dissatisfied in such an environment and is calculated as a function of PMV. Both PMV-
PPD was developed under static state conditions, and based on principles of heat balance.

On the contrary, the adaptive thermal comfort model (ATC), another framework used
to evaluate a thermal environment, is based on the concept that occupants dynamically
interact with their environment [4]. ATC predicts thermal comfort on the understanding
that occupants adapt themselves according to their environment and can prefer wider
adaptive opportunities in various indoor conditions. The indoor temperature and outdoor
temperature correlation is analyzed through correlation coefficients and scatter plots.

However, the recent technological advances in data science such as artificial intel-
ligence and machine-learning techniques have facilitated improved methods to predict
thermal comfort by data-driven method, as compared to the previous conventional ap-
proaches. Furthermore, current machine-learning techniques have proved to be more
accurate than regression tools in estimating non-standard nonlinear relations between
independent and dependent variables [23]. Random Forest, Classification Tree, Support
Vector Machine, Neural Network and Bayesian network are some of the ML techniques
applied in thermal comfort studies to predict TSV, TPV, TCV and TA [7,8,11,26–28].

3.2. ASHRAE Global Thermal Comfort Database II

The ASHRAE Global Thermal Comfort Database II project consists of 52 data files
from 160 buildings in 28 countries, conducted between 1995 and 2016. It records over
50 features such as demographic information of subjects (sex, age, height, and weight),
‘right-now-right-here’ subjective evaluations (sensation, acceptability, and preference), the
basic identifiers (year of survey, building code, location and heating/cooling strategy),
and comfort indices (PMV, PPD and SET) beside instrumental measurements of indoor
temperatures, air velocity, relative humidity and outdoor meteorological information.

This open-sourced organized dataset, comprising 107,463 responses, presents a unique
opportunity to apply machine-learning techniques to overcome the challenges faced by
existing comfort models.

4. Primary Student Survey: Description and Analysis

In addition to the data gathered from the ASHRAE Database II, the current study
also looks at data gathered from the field studies carried out in India. The dataset for
students is compiled from primary school surveys conducted during the summer and
winter in Dehradun, India [29]. Questions were designed to inquire about student TSV,
TPV, TCV, and TA along with their satisfaction with the indoor environment (TSL) and their
satisfaction with the amount of clothing insulation (SwC). Since the adaptive opportunities
for students to adjust themselves to their indoor environment were limited [29], satisfaction
with clothing (SwC) was asked to comprehend if students were satisfied with their clothing
and if they modified the layers of clothing to adjust their thermal conditions. The question
inquired if students felt they were wearing more layers than they want, were satisfied with
their current clothing layer, or if they were wearing less than they would want.

4.1. Students Thermal Responses during Winter Surveys

A total of 2039 responses were collected during a month-long field survey during
the winter. The frequency of the students’ thermal votes is summarized in Figure 2. As
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observed in Figure 2a, regarding TSV, a maximum cluster of votes lie in the neutral TSV = 0
category with 69% votes. The rest of the TSV is distributed between feeling cold (TSV = −2)
4%, cool (TSV = 1) 23% and surprisingly 2% of the students feel warm (TSV = 1). Figure 2b
shows 57% of students prefer a warmer indoor environment (TPV = 1, 2) and 43% prefer
no change (TPV = 0). Students were also found to be comfortable (TCV = 1, 2, 3 = 98%) and
satisfied (TSL = 1, 2, 3 = 97%) with their classroom environment. In addition, 96% students
found the classroom indoor environment acceptable.
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Figure 2. Thermal Sensation Vote vs TPV, TCV and TA for Winter Surveys.

4.2. Students Thermal Responses during Summer Surveys

3325 responses were collected from the questionnaire survey during the summer
surveys. Figure 3a summarizes the frequency of the students’ thermal votes during summer
surveys. As can be seen, TSV = 2 (Feeling Hot) category has the most votes (65%), 20%
of students reported feeling very hot (TSV = 3), 10% report feeling warm (TSV = 1), and
shockingly only 5% of students reported feeling neutral (TSV = 0). In contrast to the winter
surveys, where about 95% of subjects’ TSV during the winter were located in the “Comfort
range” (TSV = −1, 0, 1), only 16% of students voted within the comfort band during the
summer t. Figure 3b shows that with an increase in TSV from neutral (TSV = 0) to feeling
very hot (TSV = 3), the percentage of students who prefer a cooler indoor environment
increases from 5%, proving that students can relate the TSV with TPV. Regarding student
comfort levels (TCVs), despite feeling “very hot” (TSV = 3), 21% of students voted to be
comfortable (TCV = 2) and very comfortable (TCV = 3).
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Figure 3. Thermal Sensation Vote vs TPV, TCV and TA for Summer Surveys.

To further examine the relationship between how the students felt (sensation) and
their respective thermal preference, comfort and satisfaction, the TPV, TCV, TA and TSL for
TSV = 0 “neutral” is presented in Figure 4a,b for winter and summer surveys, respectively.
When TSV = 0, students have neutral sensations (neither cold nor hot), and it is observed
that 60% of the students prefer no change (TPV = 0) in their indoor environment during the
winter compared to 5% in the summer. A total of 93% students considered their classroom
as comfortable (TCV = 2, 3) during winters in contrast to 63% during summer. Similarly,
the number of students who were satisfied with their indoor environment while feeling
neutral was higher during the winter (87%) than in the summer (62%).

Figure 4. Other Thermal Metrics for TSV = 0 (neutral) during Winter and Summer surveys.
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5. System Implementation and Methodology
5.1. Correlation and Dimensionality Analysis

As a part of Exploratory Data Analysis on the dataset, both correlation and dimensional
analysis were done and the following methods were used to accomplish this.

5.1.1. Correlation Techniques: Distance and Pearson

Two different techniques, namely the Pearson correlation and distance correlation
method, were used to study the nature of the relationship between metrics. Distance
correlation is a measure of dependence between two paired random vectors of arbitrary,
not necessarily equal, dimension. Distance correlation is zero if and only if the two vectors
are independent. Therefore, distance correlation measures both linear and nonlinear
associations between the two vectors. In contrast, the Pearson correlation only measures
the linear relationship associated with two vectors.

5.1.2. Dimensional Analysis: Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a very popular dimension-reduction technique
used in ML algorithms. The key idea is to map a high-dimensional point onto a lower
dimension point while still being able to explain as much variance as possible. The ith unit
vector in the lower dimension space should be the direction of a line that best fits the data
while simultaneously being orthogonal to the first i− 1 unit vectors. It can be shown that
the principal components are eigenvectors of the data’s covariance matrix. Therefore, these
are obtained by either doing a Singular Value Decomposition of the data matrix or by doing
an Eigen Decomposition of the data covariance matrix.

5.2. Machine-Learning Algorithms

Support Vector Machines (SVM) and random forest (RF) classifiers are used as the
primary machine-learning (ML) algorithms for the current analysis. SVM and RFs are used
to predict the TC metrics to identify the minimal set of TC metrics required. A subset is
considered of the most fundamental metrics which would be difficult to substitute/predict.
TSV, TPV, and TCV were identified as the minimal initial subsets to predict other metrics.
This decision was made as these metrics were difficult to predict from simpler metrics such
as Thermal Acceptability (TA), and Satisfaction with clothing (SwC).

The logic behind selecting these two algorithms is explained as follows. Random
Forests (RF) are very good when it comes to classification, they are known to converge and
there is no problem with overfitting. Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been shown to
learn nonlinear decision boundaries. Stratified splitting is employed for obtaining train–test
split for the ML algorithms to make sure that there is a proportional representation of each
class in both datasets, this splitting is carried out five times to obtain five different sets of
train–test datasets derived from the original dataset. The results are then averaged out over
the splits and reported.

Objectives:

1. To identify the minimal set of TC metrics that can accurately predict all other metrics.
2. To identify the minimal set of TC metrics that can accurately predict occupant behavior.

5.2.1. Support Vector Machines

Let D : {(xi, yi)}N
i=1 denotes the datasets considered in this workviz, ASHRAEII and

the primary student dataset. xi represents a vector of all the input features of a single
datapoint. yi is the label corresponding to the ground truth value. By the inherent nature
of this problem both xi, yi comprise categorical variables. This is treated as a multiclass
classification problem. Let C be the number of classes then yi ∈ {0, 1}C . Classification using
Support Vector Machines is essentially binary. To make SVMs compatible with multiclass
classification this work makes us of the one-vs-rest approach. Thus, if there are four classes
then for each class a binary classifier (class 1 or not class 1 etc.) is used. Mathematically
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expressed, the aim is to solve the following optimization problem.

min
w,b

1
2 w>w + C

N
∑

i=1
ζi

s.t. yi
(
w>φ(xi) + b

)
≥ 1− ζi, ∀iζi ≥ 0, ∀i

(1)

Here, w is the weight vector, b is the bias and φ(x) is a kernel function that facilitates
the learning of nonlinear classification boundaries. The method of learning nonlinear classi-
fication boundaries is to project the data point to a higher dimensional hyperplane and treat
it similarly to a regular SVM problem in that dimensional space. The kernel function helps
us calculate the dot product of two vectors (u, v) in arbitrarily large spaces (φ(u)>φ(v))
without explicitly having to project the vectors into high-dimensional space (φ(u) or φ(v)).
Results for multiple kernels viz. linear, quadratic polynomial, cubic polynomial and Radial
Bias Function (RBF) have been reported further.

A regularization term is added to avoid overfitting on the training dataset, i.e., to help
the model generalize better on previously unseen samples.

5.2.2. Random Forests

Random forest is an ensemble method that combines multiple decision trees and gives
us the class prediction after taking a majority vote between the decision trees where each
vote has equal weightage for input x. Formally, a random forest is an ensemble of tree-
structured classifiers {h(x, Θk), k = 1, 2 . . .} where {Θk} are independent and identically
distributed random vectors. Decision trees are trees that follow a similar structure to the
tree data structure, at every node the Gini index criteria, described below, is applied to
measure the quality of the split.

g = 1−
C
∑
i=1

p2
i (1)

where C is the number of classes g is the Gini index (also known as Gini impurity). At
every split, the one with the least Gini index is preferred. For training the random forest,
the dataset is divided into subsets and individual decision tree classifiers are independently
trained on them, an overlap between these subsets is allowed, and these classifiers thus
predict the class independently. Finally, a majority vote is taken to generate the final class
prediction, this is known as aggregation. Random Forests are known to converge under the
Strong law of large numbers.

The parameters which are used to control the nature of the random forest are the
number of decision trees, whether or not the entire datasets used to generate a tree, the
maximum depth of individual trees allowed, minimum samples needed to split an internal
node of the decision trees.

5.2.3. Gradient Boost

Gradient Boost is a machine-learning algorithm that works on the principles of boost-
ing. Boosting works on the principle that predictors are not made independently but sequen-
tially, where each new model is built to rectify the errors present in the
previous model.

Let us consider the algorithm proposed by Jerome H. Friedman [30,31]. For a given
data set D = {x, y}N

i=1 of a known (x, y)-values, we attempt to find the best approximation
for the function F∗(x), which connects inputs x to outputs y by minimizing the value of the
loss function ψ(y, F(x)).

Ft(x) = Ft−1(x) + βtht(x)

here βt is the weight of the tth base-learner model ht(x). Based on the number of iterations t,
new models are created iteratively.

The approximation of F∗(x) is obtained as
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F◦(x) = argminα ∑N
i=1 ψ(y, α)

and the optimal values of the expansion coefficient βt is determined by

βt = argminβ ∑N
i=1 ψ(yi, Fm−1(xi) + βh(xi))

5.2.4. Extreme Gradient Boost

Extreme Gradient Boost, also known as XGBoost is an implementation of the Gradient
Boosting algorithm, proposed by Chen and Guestrin [32]. Similar to the Gradient Boost
model, it combines the predictions of multiple weaker models to create a stronger, more
accurate model. It is more efficient than Gradient Boosting due to it being capable pf using
the CPU’s multithreaded parallel computing to speed up the computation. The XGBoost
algorithm can be described in detail as the following:

ŷi = ∑T
t=1 ft(xi), ft ∈ F

here f represents a tree in a set of trees F, T represents the number of trees and xi represents
the i-th eigenvector.

The objective function can be described as:

Obj(ψ) = ∑n
i=1 l(ŷi, yi) + ∑K

k=1 Ω( fk)

here l is the loss function which shows the error between the predicted value and the true
value. In addition, Ω( fk) is the regularized function that is used to prevent overfitting.

6. Correlation, Dimensionality Analysis, and Outliers

For the Correlation and Dimensionality analysis of the data collected the following
metrics were considered—Thermal Satisfaction Vote (TSV), Thermal Preference Vote (TPV),
Thermal Comfort Vote (TCV), Thermal Acceptability (TA), Thermal Sensation Level (TSL)
and Satisfaction with Clothing. Behavioral metrics were not considered.

6.1. Correlation Analysis

The results from the correlation analysis show that only two pairs of metrics namely
(TSV-TPV) and (TCV-TSL) show a decent amount of linear correlation. The remaining
metrics have a very low correlation coefficient for both the Pearson method and the distance
correlation method. Therefore, a need for methods to predict nonlinear relationships
between the metrics arises. As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6 there are instances
where the distance correlation is high but the Pearson correlation score is low. This can
be attributed to the fact that the distance correlation score considers a nonlinear aspect of
the relationship as well. Therefore, it can be assumed that for most of the metric pairs, the
relationship is nonlinear in nature.

6.2. Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis or PCA is a well-known dimensionality reduction
technique that also gives us insights into which axes explain the most variance in the data
upon which it is applied. It is an unsupervised technique that gives us orthogonal axes
as the principal components. For the data used here, PCA is applied to the metrics under
consideration and it is observed that a large portion of variance can be explained by just
three principal components. It is observed that for the data collected for the survey almost
86% of the variance can be explained by three principal components and almost 95% of the
variance can be explained by four principal components as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Correlation Analysis of TC metrics for adults in ASHRAEII Database.
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Figure 6. Correlation Analysis of TC metrics in primary student data.

Table 1. Principal Component Analysis of Primary Student Data.

Explained
Variance

(%)
TSV TPV TCV TA TSL SwC

PC_1 49.79 −0.288 0.363 −0.582 −0.066 −0.665 −0.009
PC_2 23.89 0.553 −0.692 −0.321 −0.044 −0.332 −0.029
PC_3 12.38 0.023 −0.007 0.744 0.02 −0.666 −0.043
PC_4 8.46 0.78 0.624 −0.009 −0.009 0.013 −0.044
PC_5 4.00 0.049 0.011 0.019 −0.036 −0.042 0.997
PC_6 1.48 −0.014 0.001 0.067 −0.996 0.047 −0.034

6.3. Impact of Illogical Votes

Illogical votes can be described as contradictory subjective responses by occupants
in thermal comfort surveys. In a subjective thermal comfort survey, illogical votes are
inevitable. These votes may be the result of a variety of factors, including when participants
misinterpret the survey’s questions, flawed judgment, survey response fatigue, or some
response bias. It has recently been shown that TC datasets of primary school students
and children, in general, are more likely to have a higher percentage of illogical votes
as compared to adults [9,11,14,28,29]. Furthermore, the impact of illogical votes on TC
prediction models has also been shown [9,14].
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For a comprehensive evaluation, this discussion focuses on the impact of illogical
votes on the prediction performance of SVM models. Winter data are considered and a
primitive filter is applied to remove logically inaccurate data points. For example, it is
expected that students who experience a “cool” sensation (TSV = −2) are likely to vote
for a thermal preference of “warmer” or “bit warmer” (TPV = +1, +2). Therefore, in cases
where TSV = −2, −3 (feeling “cold” and “cool”), if the corresponding TPV was −1 or −2
(preference of “bit cooler” and “much cooler”), that dataset was disregarded. The initial
data consisting of 2039 data points was reduced to approximately 1958. The accuracies for
various configurations of hyperparameters were tested and the best of those were chosen.
Stratified Shuffle Sampling with five splits and train:test ratio of 80:20 was selected and
the confusion matrix for the best accuracy configurations was noted down. On comparing
the results for the configurations used for both consistent data (after removing outliers)
and data with illogical votes, the accuracy for prediction was observed to be better after
removing the noise.

The results as shown in Figure 7 demonstrate the impact of illogical votes on the
ability of different kernels to predict TPV from TSV. Two observations stand out. First, the
performance of nonlinear kernels (2nd and 3rd degree) is significantly higher than those
linear and radial bias unction (RBF) kernels. Thus, polynomial kernels are more suited
for models used to predict other metrics using given TC metrics. Second, looking at the
confusion matrices in Figures 8 and 9, for baseline and sanitized data, respectively, there
seems to be a clear impact of illogical votes on the classifier’s performance. However,
it can be seen in Figure 7 that the accuracy of nonlinear kernels does not seem to be
severely impacted.
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Figure 7. Impact of Illogical Votes (TSV→ TPV Prediction).

Since the determination and removal of illogical votes is subjective [9,14,23], and can
fundamentally alter the characteristics of the sample space, the evaluation presented ahead
is performed on the baseline data. Although this makes the task more challenging, it
prevents any bias in the analysis and makes the findings in this work replicable.
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Figure 8. Confusion Matrix for different SVM Kernels with original primary student data.
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Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Confusion Matrix for different SVM Kernels with reduced illogical votes.

7. Identifying Minimal TC Metric Combination

This section analyzes all possible TC metric input combinations to identify a single
TC metric or the minimal TC metric combination that can predict (a) All other TC metrics
and (b) Occupant behavior, in both summer and winter seasons. The analysis is based
on the F-scores, and accuracy of models involving the various input combinations. The
ML algorithms considered are Gradient Boost (GBoost), Random Forest (RF), and Extreme
Gradient Boost (XGBoost).

The models are trained on the primary student responses from the surveys for each
season. Apart from seasonal variation, the analysis considers primary student behavior
in response to classroom thermal comfort. In winter, adaptive behavior is determined
by whether students modified their clothing or not. In the summer, student adaptive
behavior is represented by indicators such as whether students are sweating, their fan
speed preference, and satisfaction with fan speed.

Thus, the ML models in this analysis can be divided into two broad categories

1. TC metrics: Here the features (input) is one or more of the TC metrics and the response
variables (output) is one of the TC metrics, where TC metric ∈ {TSV, TPV, TCV, TA,
TSL, SwC}.

2. Occupant-Adaptive Behavior: Here the primary student occupant-adaptive behavior
is the response or the label, and input is all combinations of TC metrics, where TC
metric ∈ {TSV, TPV, TCV, TA, TSL, SwC}.

When building the machine-learning models, the data are split into train–test blocks
using stratified K-fold shuffle with the number of splits set as 5 and a test size of 20%. Hy-
perparameter tuning was carried out to optimize the performance of the machine-learning
models. The grid search technique was employed which searched through the range of val-
ues for each hyperparameter to identify the optimal combination that yielded the highest ac-
curacy. For example, the maximum depth considered is 4 for GBoost, 3 for RF, and 15 for XG-
Boost. Similarly, the maximum number of estimators considered is 750 for GBoost, XGBoost,
and RF.

The next subsection discusses Algorithm 1, which analyses ML model parameters to
identify the optimalinput combination.
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Algorithm 1 Optimal Input Combination Selection

function BEST_INPUT_COMBINATIONS(Average_matrix, Rank_matrix)
for type in ranges do

Store the input_classes with the highest average_fscore in Average_res
for curr_input in Average_res do

Find the average_rank of the curr_input
Store the average_rank to corr_avg_rank

end for
Display the input classes with the highest average F-score and their corresponding

average rank
Store the input_classes with the highest average_fscore in Rank_res
for curr_input in Rank_res do

Find the average_f-score of the curr_input
Store the average_f-score to corr_avg_f-score

end for
Display the input classes with the highest average rank and their corresponding

average F-score
end for

end function

7.1. Optimal Input Combination Analysis

To choose the optimal input combination, ranking, F-score, and accuracy have been
considered, with a preference towards ranking. The ranking of an input is determined by
comparing its F-score with those of other inputs belonging to the same input class. The av-
erage F-score ranking algorithm, rank initialization algorithm, and average rank algorithm
are made available in the Appendix A and are denoted as Algorithm A1, Algorithm A2,
and Algorithm A3, respectively.

Algorithm A3 determines the average rank. The input with the highest average rank
across all outputs is assigned the highest rank and the ranks are referred to as average rank.

The various input classes of TC metrics include a single TC metric as a feature, combi-
nations of two TC metrics as the feature set, combinations of three TC metrics as the feature
set and so on, up to a combination of (n− 1) TC metrics as the feature set, nth TC metric
being the response or the label. The optimal input combination was chosen based on their
average ranking, as certain inputs can have a very high F-score for a particular response
variable (output TC metric) and an average or below-average F-score for other response
variables, leading to skewed results. Please note that the highest average F-score is also
used when multiple inputs have the same average rank, and serves as a tie-breaker. For
example, during summer, while looking for the optimal input combinations for predicting
occupant behavior using XBoost Algorithm, the inputs TSV and TSL have the same average
rank of 1. To choose the optimal combination, we compare the average F-score of the two
inputs which are 62.5 for TSV and 63.92 for TSL. Hence we use TSL as the best optimal
combination for the singular input class for the XGBoost algorithm.

Furthermore, Algorithm A2 is the rank initialization algorithm, which iterates through
the input combinations for each output TC metric. It calculates the rank of a given input
combination with respect to other input combinations for each output metric. Unlike the
Average F-score Ranking algorithm which calculates the rank of the input combination
based on the average F-score, the rank initialization algorithm calculates it only for a
specific output TC metric. This algorithm iterates over all output metrics and initializes
and stores the ranks of all of their respective input combinations.

Finally, Algorithm A3 computes the average rank by using the stored initialized ranks
obtained from above. It iterates through the input combinations and finds the average rank
of the inputs across all the output metrics. After finding the average ranks of the input
combinations, it ranks them with respect to other combinations in the same input class and
the final ranking is referred to as average rank.
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7.2. Identifying Optimal Input Combinations

The algorithmic approach discussed above is applied to the ML model parameters
(F-score, accuracy) for all input combinations. The optimal input combination for each TC
metric is then identified. This section discusses the results of this process along three major
themes, viz., variation across seasons, the impact of occupant behavior, and the impact of
the machine-learning algorithm used.

7.2.1. Impact of Seasons: Summer vs. Winter

In winter, TSV is again the optimal single TC metric and is a part of 23 input combi-
nations. TCV is the second-best TC metric, appearing in 21 input combinations. This is
evident from Figures 10–12.

Figures 10 and 13 shows the results of Gradient Boost Algorithm for Winter and
summer surveys, respectively. In summer, TSV is the single most suitable metric in various
input combinations to predict all other TC metrics, viz., TPV, TCV, TSL, TA, and SwC. It
appears in 28 input combinations across all TC prediction models considered. TSL is the
second most suitable input metric, occurring 26 times in input combinations across all ML
models. This can be discerned from Figures 13–15.
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Figure 10. Gradient Boost Algorithm for Winter Survey.

It can be seen in Figures 13b, 14b and 15b that the percentage of difference in accuracy
between the highest thermal comfort metric and others is almost negligible for Occupant
Behavior prediction models. This can be explained due to the skewed data imbalance in
the number of students who modified their clothing (adaptive behavior) during winter
surveys. Only 12% of the students removed a layer of clothing item, 4% wore extra clothing
and the remaining 84% did not modify their clothing.
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Figure 11. Random Forest Algorithm for Winter Survey.
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In terms of the average F-scores of the ML models for summer and winter, the average
value (76.11%) in winter is greater than those in the summer (72.12%) for corresponding
models. The same holds for model accuracy as well, with 76.12% as the average accuracy
for summer TC prediction models and 81.33% for winter models.

An interesting observation can be seen in Figures 10b, 11b and 12b. During the
winter, the percentage difference between F-score and accuracy for the “Occupant Behavior”
prediction models is less than 1%, when compared to the input combination with the highest
F-score and accuracy. Furthermore, most F-scores hover around 77% and model accuracies
around 84%. In contrast, in the summer, the difference in the two parameters for Occupant
Behavior models can be up to 11% and 7% in comparison to the input combination with
the highest F-score and accuracy.

Thus, for prediction models for occupant behavior, optimal minimal input combina-
tions are quite close to the input combinations with the best model performance. This is
particularly useful, as the adaptive behavior of occupants can be predicted with a minimal
TC metric input without the use of a larger feature set such as classroom environment
features (indoor temperature, humidity, air velocity, etc.), external features (outdoor temper-
ature, daily average temperature, average rainfall and humidity, etc.), and miscellaneous
features (age, gender, metabolic rate, etc.).
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Figure 12. Extreme Gradient Boost Algorithm for Winter Survey.

7.2.2. Impact of Occupant Behavior

The performance of ML models that predict TC metrics as an output differs from
those that predict occupant behavior or action. In summer, the average F-scores of models
predicting TC metrics are usually higher than the average F-scores of models predicting
occupant behavior. This can be observed in Figures 13–15. However, the same is not true
for winter. Here, TC models predicting occupant-adaptive behavior have a higher average
F-score when compared to those predicting other TC metrics. This difference in results
between seasons can be attributed to the fact that in the summer, the occupant action
involves labels such as fan speed preference, sweating, and fan satisfaction while in winter,
occupant action is just limited to modified clothing (MC).

For summer TC metric prediction models, it can be observed that models with TSV
and (TSV, TPV, TCV, TSL, and SwC) as features provide the highest average F-score.
Furthermore, input combinations (TSV, SwC) and (TSV, TPV, TSL, SwC) demonstrate the
highest F-score for both RF and XGBoost algorithms. In the case of inputs predicting
occupant behavior such as modified clothing in winter and sweating in summer, feature
combinations (TSV, TPV, TCV, TSL), (TSV, TPV, TCV, TA, TSL) and (TSV, TPV, TCV, TA,
TSL, SwC) lead to the highest average F-scores for all ML algorithms. Furthermore, TSV as
the only feature leads to the highest F-score for GBoost and RF algorithms while the input
combination (TSV, TCV, TSL) leads to the highest F-score for RF and XGBoost algorithms.
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Figure 13. Gradient Boost Algorithm for Summer Survey.
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Figure 14. Random Forest Algorithm for Summer Survey.
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Figure 15. Extreme Gradient Boost Algorithm for Summer Survey.

During winter, it is evident that for TC metric prediction models, the best input
combination in terms of F-score is (TSV, TPV, TCV, TSL, and SwC) across all ML algorithms.
However, the input class consisting of five features is not desirable as responses for all 5 TC
metrics need to be gathered from the occupants and only one TC metric, such as TA in this
case, remains to be predicted. Furthermore, TCV seems to be the single optimal TC metric
to predict all other metrics through RF and XGBoost algorithms. Furthermore, the input
(TPV, TA, TSL, SwC) provides the highest F-score for the GBoost and RF algorithms. For
models predicting adaptive behavior, TSV is the only feature that offers the highest F-score
irrespective of the ML algorithms.
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A unique observation concerning Occupant Behavior prediction models in winter
is that the average F-score and accuracy across all input combinations is approximately
77% and 84%, respectively. The difference, when compared to the best-performing input
combination, is less than 1%. Furthermore, when adaptive behavior model performance
for summer and winter seasons is analyzed together, the percentage difference, compared
to the best-performing input combination, is ≈11%. However, for models that predict
other TC metrics, the percentage difference can go up to 40% for F-score, vis-a-vis the
best-performing input combination.

This finding indicates that predicting other TC metrics from a single TC metric or
a minimal set of TC metrics is a difficult task. However, occupant-adaptive behavior or
action as an indicator of a thermal comfort environment is far easier to predict. This is
because while subjective responses may have inconsistencies, especially when it comes to
children, the adaptive action is more objective and less ambiguous.

7.2.3. Impact of the Machine-Learning Algorithm

It can be observed that Gradient Boost (GBoost) consistently offers the lowest averaged
F-score and the lowest average accuracy among the three ML algorithms considered in this
work. In contrast, Extreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost) has the highest averaged F-score and
accuracy, and the Random Forest (RF) algorithm is a close second. Therefore, the choice
of ML algorithm also seems to have an impact on the performance of models that predict
Occupant Behavior or other TC metrics.

Let us consider the objective of identifying the minimal input combination which is
most suitable to predict all other TC metrics, in winter. The Optimal Input Combination
Selection algorithm yields TSV as the optimal single feature for GBoost and RF, while TCV
is the same for XGBoost. Furthermore, the optimal two-feature input combinations also
differ, i.e., (TPV, TSL) by GBoost, (TSV, SwC) by RF, and (TSV, TCV) by XGBoost.

Thus, both the model output and model performance vary depending on the choice of
ML algorithm.

7.3. Optimal TC Metrics: Is TSV Enough?

TSV, TPV, TCV, TA, and TSL are the most commonly used thermal comfort indices,
and the correlation between each parameter is undeniable [23]. However, the majority of
TC research considers TSV to be the primary indicator of occupant thermal comfort [20,23,33].
The findings of this study also present similar results, as demonstrated by Figure 10 to
Figure 15. Results indicate that TSV has a significant potential to predict thermal comfort
and occupant-adaptive behavior as a single TC metric.

The first objective of this study was to determine the most important single TC
metric. There are 12 broad scenarios in our evaluation comprising three ML algorithms
(GBoost, RF, and XGBoost), two seasons (summer and winter), and type of prediction
models (TC metric and Occupant Behavior). We consider these 12 scenarios to analyze the
most important TC metric along two factors.

First, what is the TC metric that offers the highest prediction performance (F-score and
accuracy) when used as the only feature/input in the model? TSV is the most frequent TC
metric, as it offers the best performance in 8/12 scenarios, followed by TSL (2 scenarios),
and TCV (2 scenarios). It is interesting to note that thermal preference (TPV) is not the
optimal TC metric in even one scenario. Thus, it is suitable to consider TSV as the sole TC
metric and determine/predict other TC metrics through it.

Second, when considering input combinations of multiple TC metrics, leading to
inputs of multiple features, which one is the most common TC metric? In two-feature
inputs, TSV is a part of the feature set in seven scenarios, TSL in five scenarios, TPV in four
scenarios, SwC in four scenarios, TCV in three scenarios, and TA in one scenario. Further
combinations of TSV with SwC, TSV, and TPV are the optimal combinations in 6 out of
12 scenarios. In three-feature inputs, both TSV and TSL are the most common features,
each appearing in eight input feature sets, followed by TCV in 7, and TPV and SwC in six
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scenarios. In four-feature combinations, TSL is a feature in all 12 scenarios, followed by
TSV and TPV, which appear 10 times each, and finally SwC and TCV six times each.

Therefore, it can be stated that, as a single metric, TSV is the most important, and the
ideal starting point in subjective questionnaires. As the number of TC metrics increases,
TSL also gains importance. TPV and SwC seem to be next in priority followed by TCV.
Interestingly, satisfaction with clothing is found to be as important as thermal preference,
as it is rarely considered in existing studies.

8. Conclusions and Way Forward

This study aimed to determine a minimal set of thermal comfort (TC) metrics that
could accurately predict all other metrics and identify the optimal combination of input
metrics for predicting occupant-adaptive behavior. To do so, it proposed an innovative
Optimal Input Combination Selection algorithm based on input combination ranking.

Furthermore, the study demonstrated that ML algorithms can use a minimal subset
of TC metrics to predict other TC metrics with high accuracy. For example, the Extreme
Gradient Boost Algorithm demonstrated an average accuracy of 79% and outperformed
other ML algorithms.

It was observed that TSV is the most significant indicator as a single metric for thermal
comfort, followed by TSL. Furthermore, SwC was shown to be just as significant as TPV,
which is an important finding as thermal comfort studies rarely make use of clothing
satisfaction as a measure of thermal comfort.

Additionally, the study has demonstrated that the input combinations (usually com-
prising five features) with the best model performance are close to the optimal minimum in-
put combinations identified by the proposed algorithm when predicting occupant-adaptive
behavior. The difference in Occupant Behavior prediction could be as low as 1% in win-
ter. This is significant considering the adaptive behavior of students may be predicted
using a relatively small amount of TC metrics. This finding also relaxes the requirement
for a comprehensive feature set comprising indoor, environmental, physiological, and
social features.

Results indicate that it is challenging to reliably predict other TC metrics from a single
TC metric or a minimal subset of TC metrics. By contrast, occupant-adaptive behavior
as an indicator of thermal comfort can be predicted more reliably. A plausible reason
for this is that adaptive behavior is more objective and unambiguous as compared to
subjective responses, which can be inconsistent, especially when participants are children
or primary students.

Finally, both model output and model performance vary depending on the choice of
ML algorithm. The seasonal impact on optimal TC metric or minimal TC metric combina-
tion was also shown.
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Appendix A

In order to choose the input combinations with can best predict our desired outputs,
we first use the “Average F-score Ranking” (A1) to calculate the average the average F-score
of the input, and it’s respective ranking to other input combinations of the same input class.
After that, we use “Rank Initialization” algorithm (A2) to determine the rank of the input
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with respect to other inputs of the same input class for the selected output class. Following
this, we use “Average Rank Ranking” algorithm (A3) to calculate the average rank of the
input with respect to all the output’s across the board and then to find the ranking of the
input with respect to other inputs of the same input class.

Algorithm A1 Average F-score Ranking

function AVERAGE_FSCORE_RANKING
Initialize Average_matrix as a list
for type in ranges do . “ranges” is the input combinations

Initialize start_range with the beginning of the selected range
Initialize end_range with the end of the selected range
Initialize temp_avg_array as a list
Initialize Average_dict as a dictionary
for current in input_classes_location[start_range:end_range] do . “current” is the

input
Calculate the average of the chosen input and store it in “res”.
Store “res” in temp_avg_array.

end for
Calculate the rank of input classes from temp_avg_array
Store the ranks in the result
for chosen_rank in result do

Store the chosen_rank to Average_dict with its corresponding input
end for
Store average_dict to an average_matrix which corresponds to its combination

type.
end for

end function

Algorithm A2 Rank Initialization

function RANK INITIALIZATION
for curr_output in output_classes_location do . curr_output is the chosen output

for type in ranges do . “ranges” is the input combinations
Initialize start_range with the beginning of the selected range
Initialize end_range with the end of the selected range
Initialize temp_avg_array as a list
for current_input in input_classes_location[start_range:end_range] do

Collect the F-score of the current_input for the chosen output
Store the F-score to temp_rank_array

end for
Calculate the rank of input classes from temp_avg_array
Store the ranks in the result
for chosen_rank in result do

Store the chosen_rank to Average_dict with its corresponding input
end for

end for
Store Average_dict to an Average_Rank_matrix which corresponds to its output

end for
end function
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Algorithm A3 Average Rank Ranking

function AVERAGE RANKING(Average_Rank_matrix)
Initialize Rank_matrix as a list
for type in ranges do

Initialize start_range with the beginning of the selected range
Initialize end_range with the end of the selected range
Initializes rank_averages as a list
Initializes Rank_dict as a dictionary
for current_input in input_classes_location[start_range:end_range] do

Calculate the average rank of the current_input
Store “res” in rank_averages.

end for
Calculate the rank of the input classes from rank_averages
for chosen_rank in result do

Store the chosen_rank to Average_dict with its corresponding input
end for
Store Average_dict to a Rank_matrix which corresponds to its combination type

end for
end function
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